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BSTRACT

The city, since the industrialization period, is no longer the product of a
single mind. With bold and massive investment in infrastructure networks that
followed this period, engineering professions gained unparallel social status
and gained importance in municipality ranks. In parallel to this, social sciences
have been very slow to pick up on the issue of mobility. The global neoliberal
environment and more competitive one in which cities are confronted today,
has resulted with local governments, public-private partnerships and new ways
of augmenting chances of economical investments. Municipality documents
used as a basis for the production and construction of urban environments are
not equipped to deal with commercial and political motivated drawings and
plans. There is a lack of communication between both languages that result
in an unfiltered ‘laissez faire’ of aesthetics. Spatial design fields are capable of
creating terminology that can properly address the serious issues concerning
our networks of flows but are not enough by themselves considering the
economical environment and the following self-generated urbanity inflicting
our cities. Landscape architecture offers an open-ended perspective on small
to large scale networks of infrastructures, thus possibly being able to bridge
the gap between institutional planning mechanisms and actual design. The
theoretical background generated from this research will be applied to a
case scenario. Boulevard Taschereau (also called provincial road 134 at some
parts) is among the most important and used arteries of the South Shore of
Montréal, Québec (Canada). A contextual solution to boulevard Taschereau’s
congestion issues will have to be generated in order for it to meet the
expectations and social needs of its current and future users.

Key words: Evolutionary patterns, cities, aesthetics of mobility, social mobility,
traffic, boulevards, technical facts, context driven design, network-oriented
planning, urban accupuncture.
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Thesis topic

THE RESEARCH TOPIC
The idea of writing this thesis started from a visceral feeling that I’ve long had but
wasn’t able to put my finger on. It was this same feeling that motivated my choice to
go study urbanism as an undergraduate student back home in Montréal, Québec.
A child from the mid 80’s, it is safe to say that I lived my teenage years in one of the
peaks of the information age (the widespread internet age). I had a fascination
with rapid change and connectivity in the world. This fascination quickly translated
to cities and consequently to Montréal, because I saw in them, great potential in
bringing change. My love for Montréal could also be measured in relation to my
irritation with its southern suburbs. If I loved Montréal, it is fair to say that I hated
some parts of its south shore. Many cities were rendered less and less distinguishable
from one another. Environments made for the automobile often characterized the
urban landscape. Public realms had extensive vegetation and all of this was either
motivated by residential or commercial growth, which were typically separated.
Opposite to this model was Montréal. The concentration of people and interactions
created this image of potential synergy of continuous thought and action that made
me dream of endless possibilities. Until here, this image so to speak, stayed mostly on
an abstract level, without me being able to go much further then an emotional rant
on how denser cities were the solution.
Through my bachelor degree in urbanism, it became slowly more obvious to me
that the solution, so to speak, was not that simple. Densifying was a coin term made
very popular but by itself, did not mean much if the concept of lifestyle was not
included in the discussion. Urban form and how it impacted daily lives was a very
hard concept to truly grasp. The regulatory and institutionalised processes behind
planning were thought in some classes and perplexed me even further on the issues
behind urban form. Some courses encouraged a regulatory frame of mind that
distracted me from looking at space as a physically designable environment, while
other courses only played with the idea of space, being physically alterable through
planned design. My professional experience as an urban planning intern, upon
completion of my bachelor degree, only deepen this divide that I had of cities, as
either being created through policies from different levels of government, regulations
and norms combined with the laws of supply and demand or by actual design. This
prolonged feeling of duality I had over physical space, made me want to further my
studies and look deeper into the idea of urban form as being designable. A master
program in urban design thought in Sweden of all places, ended up being too good
of an opportunity to miss. It was through this master program that I started being
able to grasp what initially started as a gut feeling. Last semester, while reading John
Urry’s book ‘Mobility’, it was then that I felt I was finally really unto something and that
this feeling I’ve had was starting to be more intellectually grounded. Although I felt
energized after reading the book, I was still left perplexed on how mobility could be
seen from the eyes of an urbanist.
Understanding how various urban forms allowed for various types of mobility was a
start. The new charter of Athens (2003) is an example of political attention given to
the issues of connectivity and mobility within neighbourhoods, cities and regions.
Automobile dependence exists in places where urban form limits transportation
issues to the realm of the car. Sprawl is now largely recognised as being costly in
economic, environmental and social terms. The price for maintaining these types
of environments and development patterns is paid in sustainable levels of resource
use that generate unequal and unsustainable lifestyles. On an economical level,
cities bring people and goods closer together, help overcome information gaps,
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and enable idea flows1. It becomes quickly recognisable that certain urban forms
appear more sustainable than others. Some forms may be sustainable locally, but
not beneficial on the city or regional scale. Consequently, I will not try to generate
a model of urban sustainability, or a blue print so to speak. I will rather look at how
mobility is crucial to everyday life and how it has been dealt with city and regional
wise.
This thesis will try to answer the question as followed; have mobility networks in the
city such as roads and boulevards been looked at from any social perspective
before being designed? How have they been dealt with and how can they be
better dealt with in the future? To answer this question, I will start by looking at space
and mobility and see how these concepts have been dealt with until now. I will
add a historical perspective over space and then show how the industrialisation
period initiated this transition from historical geographical events to scheduled time.
This temporal preoccupation over mobility will be a very important concept later
on when I speak of social mobility: the interaction of people over time and space,
within a given social context.
From there on, I will show how the current neoliberal paradigm has been
affecting the contemporary city and how it has affected urban landscapes, by
emphasising on a market driven urbanism, which consequently, has created
generic environments, designed for cars. The importance of context driven design
with attention given to scale has consequently been underplayed. I will not try to
promote a new economical paradigm but rather show how one of our many roles
as urbanists, is to allow for contestation to occur. Networking across space and
scale will be shown as a crucial part of any contestation movement. This idea of
being able to move across space and scale will also be a crucial part all along my
thesis.
From the neoliberal city, I will proceed and address how social sciences have been
very slow to pick up on the issue of mobility, and how mobility plays a crucial role
in human interactions. A ‘mobility turn’ will be addressed and John Urry’s work
on the issue will be cited. Understanding how economical and social life evolves
through time and space will be the main focus from here on. Three types of mobility
will be addressed. The first one being technological mobility and will focus on
any technologies that set in motion ways for people to be temporarily mobile.
Contestation will be the second type of mobility and social mobility the third and
final one. Social-spatial inequities, lack of access for some, resulting in transport
barriers, will be talked about. The concept of time mentioned previously, will be
added to the concerns over social-spatial inequalities. Because of the acceleration
of rhythms, the fragmentation of time, the followed desynchronisation of individual
rhythms, the temporal patterns of work, sleep erode and can differentiate within
social classes, age groups and sexes. Understanding these patterns and planning
for them will be shown as being crucial along the fight against social-spatial
inequalities.
As part of the answer to these concerns, the concept of the 24-hour city will be
brought forward. Looking at the city less as a nine-to-five retailing and employment
centre and more as an eighteen hours a day cultural, social and economical hub,
will be looked upon as a way for planners to remediate to social segregation. Three
types of strategy will be elaborated to tap in this potential. The first one being the
daytime services, the second one being evening time services and the third one
being night-time services. The 24-hour city concept will highlight the importance

1. Burdett & Rode, 2009, ‘Living in the urban age’, Burnett & Sudjic (eds), Living in the Endless City, London School
of Economics, London. P.11
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of policy discourse and civic involvement. Greater involvement of local planning
authorities through legal agreement in development contracts, between the city
and developers, will be shown as allowing for better synergy between developers
and municipality authorities.
Until now, actual design work is not mentioned. To introduce the importance
of design fields, a critic of urban planning and civil engineering will be done. A
historical look on how the demand forever more sophisticated infrastructure,
created a shift from landscape architecture to civil engineering, which changed
the focus to a more pragmatic approach towards design. Consequently, it is
the combination of generic and specific features that characterise our spaces
of motions and flows. This will be shown to have inevitable consequences on our
urban fabric since mobility shapes the city by providing the circulation network that
frames and structures it. As for planning, it will be criticised for its legal jargon that
has allowed material components such as commercial advertisement, to litter the
road. Municipality documents used as a basis for the production and construction
of urban environments will be criticized for not being equipped to deal with
commercial and political motivated drawings and plans.
Following up with the criticism of conventional city planning, will be a description
on how the fields of spatial design and particularly architecture, put emphasis
on context driven design work. Under these disciplines, spaces of mobility will be
shown as being much more than a question of logistics and traffic concerns. In
similar fashion as an architect referring to elements of a building, designers have
to develop language capable of dissecting networks of flows in order to formulate
appropriate design strategies. Landscape urbanism is then shown as being part of
a shift in paradigm inside the design fields. Landscape urbanism will be accredited
with being able to better understand shifting morphologies and being able to
generate new “unforeseen recombinations and hybridizations” that push forward
the practices of urban design. In the context of horizontal fields of urbanization,
landscape architecture is given its newfound relevance, since losing its importance
to civil engineering. The open-minded mindset behind landscape urbanism will be
shown to allow for great importance to be given towards the evolution of spaces
over time. Consequently, landscape urbanists will be shown as being the missing link
between the organizational, political, and procedural conditions from which public
projects are conceived and commissioned. All of this will come down to networkoriented planning and design. Having made a case for how mobility networks can
better be planned and designed for, the case study of boulevard Taschereau will
then follow.
In order to better understand the context in which boulevard Taschereau
became what it is today, a historical perspective of Québec will be given. A more
conservative Québec characterised by messianism, a life around agriculture and a
nostalgic attitude, explaines in part how Québec and its following urban landscape
had been urbanised until the 1960’s. The Quite Revolution of the mid 1960’s, with its
promotion of the welfare state, nationalisation of resources and importance given
to culture and social solidarity, will be shown to have translated itself in the built
environment, into legitimacy symbols that took the form of cultural and educational
establishments. The Grate National Library, the University of Québec and the cultural
district are grate examples of how this reaffirmation of Québécois identity translated
itself in the built environment of Québec’s most important city, Montréal. The idea
here will be to show how the underlying concepts behind modern Québec, are
opposed to the principles behind the neoliberal city, and how they may be used to
design a better boulevard Tashereau.
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Following this historical perspective, an extensive analysis of boulevard Taschereau
will be done and combined with the theory mentioned previously, a design work
capable of orienting the future in-depth redesigning of the boulevard will be
generated.
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METHODOLOGY
This paper forms the final examination process for the Degree of Master of Science
in Urban Planning and Design at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. It
consists of the final product cumulating from one year and a half of theory courses
and design studios. Reflecting somewhat the structure of the program, this thesis will
take the shape of a hybrid project. This means that half of it will consist of written
material and the other half of design work. It will try to go beyond the disciplinary
tensions between the fields of urban planning and design and put forward a way
in which both fields can operate for the greater good of cities. It is important that
the relation between the design and the writing be clear from the start. My research
methodology will be rooted in a body of literature where I will try to understand the
‘genetic roots’ of my research topic and from there try to understand the current
conceptual landscape of the issue concerning social dimensions behind traffic
and boulevards and where aesthetics and technical facts can be used jointly
to generate solutions. From there, I will try to apply these findings to boulevard
Taschereau and generate a design work capable of orienting the future in-depth
redesigning of boulevard Taschereau.
My research inquiry, which will consist of writing material, will partly culminate in an
explanatory conceptual system with use beyond the confines of one place and time
(beyond boul. Taschereau as of now). My design inquiry will culminate in an empirical
object (boulevard Taschereau) located in a particular place and time (South Shore
of Montréal as of present).
Design as research vs. research about design:
Design as research: The generation of knowledge and understanding by studying the
effects of both design solutions and context actively and systematically.
Research about design: Through a variety of tactics, it is clarified and explained how
certain sources stimulate design ideas.
The latter model will cons st of my thesis work and will conclude in a design proposal.

Terminology

USEFUL TERMINOLOGY
Automotive city: A city where mobility is synonymous with cars, especially those
belonging to private citizens. The reason behind using a car outweighs many times
the reasons to use public transportation. Cars dominate the city and the infrastructure
needed to support them creates vast empty spaces of asphalt. Traffic is a serious
problematic.
Boulevard: A Boulevard often abbreviated Blvd, is type of road, usually a wide, multilane arterial thoroughfare, divided with a median down the centre, and roadways
along each side designed as slow travel and parking lanes and for bicycle and
pedestrian usage, often with an above-average quality of landscaping and scenery.
The division into peripheral roads for local use and a central main thoroughfare for
regional traffic is a principal feature of the boulevard.
Cognitive understanding: Experiencing the physical city through the understanding of
the urban context and its culture.
Design fields: The professionals of the city that work on making things work smoothly
and efficiently.
Mobility: Relates not only to traffic and transportation but also to urban culture and to
the daily lives. It represents also the ability for people to evolve socially inside a give
society.
Neoliberalism: A contemporary political movement relating to or denoting a modified
form of liberalism advocating economic liberalizations, free trade and open markets.
Neoliberalism supports the privatization of nationalized industries, deregulation, and
enhancing the role of the private sector in modern society. The central pillars of
neoliberalism are the market and the individual.
Road/verge/field: These terms encompass the framework for the physical analysis of
mobility routes. They reflect the anatomy of the road.
Software: The daily route user’s experience visually.
Urban acupuncture: Urban Acupuncture is an urban environmentalism theory which
combines urban design with traditional Chinese medical theory of acupuncture.
This strategy views cities as living, breathing organisms and pinpoints areas in need
of repair. Sustainable projects, then, serve as needles that revitalize the whole by
healing the parts.
Urbanization: The physical growth of urban areas as a result of global change or the
increasing proportion of the total population becomes concentrated in towns.
Urban tissue: The superimposition of several structures acting at different scales, but
which appears as a system with linkages in each part of the city.
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Cities as of today-Mobility and urban solitude

CHAPTER 1 CITIES AS OF TODAY-MOBILITY AND URBAN SOLITUDE

“Through an open window permanently on CNN, each receiving images of the world
in the solitude of non-essential relations to others. Uncivil civilizations, inhospitable
hospitals, as a reservoir of contained panic. A kind of permanent dialectic between
abandonment and hospitality.”
       	

       	

      

Translated in English from French. Christian Saint-Germain, 2005, p.43

Space, by its physical and human characteristics, gives shape to history. Under this
perspective, space or geographical objects have their own personnel history (some
even speak of geographical events) and cities traditionally occupy a very important
place in this. It is through the city and its industrialisation that a certain historical
tradition rediscovered the issue related to time. Generally speaking, it is the sum total
of successive dwelling periods on the land that characterises its history (Waldheim,
2006). In other words, it is the evolution of the built environment in parallel with its
landscape through time that represents the history of a city and of its following
physical evolution. This being said, when history focuses on time, it often does so by
concentrating itself on measuring devices and what comes out of them such as
schedules and so on1. If the industrialisation brought to the forefront the importance
of time, it also fundamentally changed the way we design our cities.
In the last century, we went from a conscious form-giving model of the city to a
self-generated urbanity based essentially on quantitative programs and regulatory
norms. In this sense, it is very hard to truly speak of the aesthetics of the city, where we
see older landscape identities that collide with the strict imperatives of land value,
development, productivity and mobility2. The pragmatism and short-term goals of
current planning trends combined with customary road engineering has resulted
in a “laissez faire aesthetic of the contemporaneous city” where the city evolves in
generic fashion and in an ad hoc manner (Waldheim, 2006, p.93). But the idea of
movement and change does not simply stop with the city as an artefact but also
goes on with the people it shelters.    
Emerging research fields on mobility are also retaking what was (and still is)
classically undertaken by (transport) geography but adding their own temporal
preoccupations. Famous Swedish geographer Torsten Hägerstrand has researched
on the issue of movements and interactions of people over time and space within
a given social context. The starting hypothesis may be simple to grasp and possibly
controversial. It is the faculty of wanting to be in contact with other people and the
willingness to physically move in order to reach these areas containing people that
distinguish humankind from other species. But with cities that are losing density, the
ability to move at ones desire without preventing others from doing so, has become
an important issue. The idea here is that the speed and fluidity allowed to some must
not diminish that of others. Traffic engineers and planners have characteristically
handled these issues and consequently given priority to possible congestion issues
without any or few given considerations to social and cultural implications. Social
sciences have on
2

Alvergne, Christel & Latouche, 2005, ‘De la Solitude Urbaine’, Delorme, Pierre (ed), La Ville Autrement,
Presses de l’Université du Québec, Sainte-Foy, p.67-94.
3
Girot, Christophe, 2006, ‘Vision in Motion: Representing Landscape in Time’, Waldheim, Charles (ed), The
Landscape Urbanism Reader, Princeton Architecture Press, New York, p. 87-103
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their part been slow to pick up on the issue of mobility1. They have traditionally been
trapped in the pattern of looking at human interactions as being static, which is not
reflective of how we as humans interact. Christel & Latouche (2005) would say that
“we live by moving and we move to live”. Consequently, looking to see why, when
and how people travel within a given context is crucial for the mapping of networks
and the development of possible future urban scenarios.
It is in regards to this gap of knowledge that my thesis will try to find its place. How can
future urbanism schemes understand and work within the evolutionary patterns of a
city while giving importance to the fundamental role of mobility in human interactions.
What are the social dimensions of traffic and how can it be tackled through aesthetics
and technical facts altogether.
As with any new upcoming research field, it often results in cross-disciplinary disputes,
about who gets the honour of being the rightful owner of this particular subject. Who
is better qualified to research about it. This being said, my intentions will not be to pull
this metaphorical blanket towards one particular field but rather try to find solutions
to the modernist urbanity that has plagued some of our cities for the last century and
the following lack of attention given to the fundamental role of mobility in human
interactions.

AN UNAVOIDABLE SUBJECT: NEOLIBERALISM/NEOLIBERAL
URBANIZATION
“Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any intellectual
influences, are usually the slaves of some defunct economist.”
									

John Maynard Keynes

For some people, addressing the issue of neoliberalism will automatically discredit
this work and classify it as being purely academic, marginalising its findings from any
pragmatic standpoint. It may seem quixotic to question something that has become so
fundamental to our societies and some would look at this in similar fashion to someone
questioning gravity. None the less, neoliberalism is man made and has impacted
our societies and consequently our cities for the last century now. To overlook it
would be as foolish as an architect overlooking the ground underneath his creation.
Addressing the cracks on his building would be addressing only the symptoms behind
a bigger problem upsetting the structure of his design, which would be the fact that
he implemented it on clay soil! Following this parallel, I will give a brief look on how
current urbanism has been affected by our current system that represent the platform
on which cities are built upon. This being said, my goal here will not be to promote any
other future system but rather show how cities are essential to any form of contestation.
The contemporary city is no longer the work of a single thought and rather the result
of “abstract and political processes that are seldom generative of what was expected
or told” (Waldheim, 2006: p.91). The lack of compatibility that we see inside the
institutionalised process of planning such as the discrepancy between commercial
and political motivated drawings and plans with the municipality documents used
as a basis for the production and construction of environments, underline the basic
problems that we have in the way we think of cities today. Consequently, the
neoliberal city is conceptualized as an entrepreneurial city, directing all its energies
to achieving economic success in competition with other cities for investments,
innovations and “creative classes”
1

Urry, John, 2007, ‘Mobilities’, Polity Press, Cambridge, 290 pages
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Neoliberalism/Neoliberal Urbanization

(Brenner & Theodore, 2002 cited in Leitner, Peck and Sheppard, 2007, p.5). Although
this is particularly true for bigger cities, the same paradigm applies to smaller ones but
only on a smaller scale. The global environment and more competitive one in which
cities are confronted today, has resulted with local governments, public-private
partnerships and new ways of augmenting chances of economical investments.
This has resulted with urban forms of governance becoming entrepreneurialized by
emphasizing economic efficiency, low taxes, individual responsibility and user fees.
Urban policy has shifted to an open field for market-oriented economic growth1. If
the economical imperatives are seen as being given to clearly defined stakeholders,
the recipients of the cost are themselves not that well defined and the cost itself is
underestimated because of it being absorbed collectively.        
With all of this mentioned, some questions could arise concerning the relevance of
design fields and planning practices in regards to such a fundamental concern with
our current system. Some would say that things have to be changed on a higher
scale before. Others would probably argue that this is rather a concern for fields
classified as being under the marginalised umbrella of heterodox economics. I would
argue that this is false and that cities have had a fundamental and historical role in
bringing change. Contestation always precedes any future change. Geographic
research on social movements and spaces of resistances has demonstrated how
place, mobility, networking across space and scale, each can play an integral role in
the mobilization, practices and efficacy of contestations2. Mobility plays an essential
role in bringing change and thus reiterating the importance of allowing the ability
to move at ones desire without preventing others from doing so. The importance
of co presence and human scale environments is also essential and will further be
addressed.           
To recapitulate, we have seen how neoliberal urbanism has in part affected the
urban landscape by emphasising on a market driven urbanism that has created
generic environments designed for cars and thus, underplaying the importance of
context driven design with attention given to scale. These consequences will be dealt
with in more details later on. But now that we have a small understanding of the issue,
what is there to be said about the social repercussions? Is there any correlation? It
turns out that yes; there is a noticeable and observable correlation between the
automotive city and social inequality.

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND MOBILITY
“Historically, much literature on social inequality ignored the complex ways in which
the notion of ‘space’ makes significant differences to understanding economic,
political and cultural processes that produce and reinforce social inequalities”.
       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       Massey, 1994 cited in Urry, 2007, p. 186

Social sciences have been very slow to pick up on the issue of mobility and they
have traditionally been trapped in the pattern of looking at human interactions as
being static, which is not reflective of how we as humans interact. This is all changing
with recent work showing a ‘mobility turn’, “a different way of thinking through the
character of economic, social and political relationships” (Urry, 2007, p.6). Although
John Urry emphasizes on international travelling, the importance of mobility on a
1
Mayer, 2007, ‘Contesting the Neoliberalisation of Urban Governance’, Leitner, Peck & Sheppard (ed’s),
Contesting Neoliberalism Urban Frontiers, The Guilford Press, New York, p.90-115.
2
Leitner, Sheppard, Sziarto & Maringanti, 2007, ‘Contesting Urban Futures: Decetering Neoliberalism’, Leitner,
Peck & Sheppard (ed’s), Contesting Neoliberalism Urban Frontiers, The Guilford Press, New York, p.1-25.
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regional scale is as relevant. This new mobility paradigm emphasizes on how all
social entities, from a single household to large scale corporations, presuppose many
forms of actual and potential mobility. Understanding how economic and social
life evolves through time and various spaces and connecting it to the analysis of
different forms of travel, transport and communications is the core principle behind
this new paradigm. Four main senses of the term ‘mobile’ or ‘mobility’ have been
elaborated (Jain & Kaufman, 2002 cited by Urry, 2007, p.7). I will emphasize on the
first three senses with the third one being my main focus. First of all, there is the use
of mobile in the technological sense. Be it mobile phones, public transit innovations,
fridges connected to the internet, prostheses, etc. Any technologies that set in
motion ways for people to be temporarily mobile, be it in virtual
or physical space are included here. Second, there is the sense
of mobile as a mob. Here is where I fundamentally disagree with
Urry’s assessment of this second sense of the term mobility. He
sees it as something that has to be controlled, policed and that
potentially can be very problematic for society. As for I see it
rather as a potential for change and healthy contestation. The
third sense of the term is all about social mobility and is in no
Image 1: First type of
way new to the fields of social sciences. It represents a vertical
mobility
hierarchy of positions where people are usually attributed a place
in relation to their parent’s position. There are complex relations
between elements of physical mobility and social mobility and
they have for too long been ignored.
Access is a key concept when it comes to social-spatial
inequalities. Socio-spatial exclusions are considered as unfair
and/or discriminatory and it is believed that local and national
governments should reduce such inequalities (Seu, 2002;
Image 2: Second type of
mobility
Ferguson, 2004; Kenyon, 2006 cited in Urry, 2007, p.190). Lack of
access for some resulting in transport barriers to work, learning
facilities, healthcare and other basic services and activities is
a significant deterrent to social mobility. Urban areas lacking
resources such as schools, recreational areas, healthcare services
and public transport, further distance’s residents from resources
and strategic social insertion opportunities3. These opportunities
for social insertion where mentioned more than half a century
a go my Maslow. Although we could argue about his hierarchy
Image 3: third type of
of needs and motivations, it is easily feasible that at least some
mobility
form of similar hierarchy does exist and therefore governs our
collective well-being. As Maslow indicated, once the physiological needs have been
somewhat satisfied, the safety needs such as financial security, health security and
physical security come next followed by love and belonging needs that translate
in part to friendship and socialisation needs. These later needs have a strong
connection with leisure time or ‘none working time’.
The rise of ‘none working time’ is one of the most prominent phenomenons of
western societies. Although we see a growing tendency in ‘personal time’ outside
of the workspace, this seems to elude any particular considerations. The danger
with looking at ‘free time’ as the juxtaposition of ‘none working time’, without any
coherence and homogeneity underlines a serious danger. Without any overview, we
risk to allow social segregation in the professional workplace to spread through life
3
Groulx,L., 2011, Centre d’étude sur la pauvreté et l’exclusion (CEPE), Les facteurs engendrant l’exclusion au
Canada: survol de la literature multidisciplinaire, [online] Available at http://www.cepe.gouv.qc.ca/publications/pdf/
CEPE_lionel-henri_groulx.pdf [Accessed 28 March 2012].
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Reappropriation of time in the city (the 24-hour city)

in general, with the following use of ‘none working time’ employed very differently
within social classes. In-between long transiting time, cultural leisure and the extension
of household tasks, personal enrichment is very unequal (Alvergne & Latouche, 2005,

p. 80). With the acceleration of rhythms, the fragmentation of time, the followed
desynchronisation of individual rhythms, we inevitably see the temporal patterns of
work, sleep erode. These patterns differentiate within social class, age groups and
sexes and provoke a personal reappropriation of time. The quality of the society
we will live in will be in direct relation to how we decide to take these variables into
account when designing our cities and its following programming.
Many people see the everyday environment of freeways, malls and office park
as something given, a reality that structures their time, relations to others and
opportunities. Consequently, the city and its following layout play a central part
in programming our daily lives. Following this logic, what could be said about the
people that fill them? Was it really their own personal choice to jump in their cars
every day and drive to work then back home? Was the shaping of their lives ever
really in their hands? Is this really what we want or are we simply following social
tendencies? These are fundamental questions that have to be looked at and be
addressed in the planning and designing of our cities. Prioritising financial prosperity
as mentioned in the previous part, does not equate to prosperity for everyone and
has proven to be problematic. The consequences are a fragmentation of values,
a loss of forms and instability, unequal personal enrichment amongst groups of
individuals and a sense of insecurity deriving from all of that4. Distances and uneven
access are a threat to social mobility and must be dealt with as soon as in the
mapping phase, thus opening the door to a new way of representing the city.

REAPPROPRIATION OF TIME IN THE CITY (THE 24-HOUR CITY)
Looking at the city less as a nine-to-five retailing and employment centre and more
as eighteen hours a day cultural, social and economical hub is an important way
that planners can remediate to social segregation. This concept is not new by itself,
as many European cities have implemented some of these
concepts (behind the 24 hour city) since the 1970’s. Seven day a
week economic, social and cultural centres (or important arteries)
are crucial if we wish to seriously address the social concerns
mentioned previously. By diversifying the range of leisure activities
beyond the traditional hours of nine-to-five, the number of people
using important parts of the city will increase. The more diverse the
leisure or cultural activities are, the more diverse the crowds will
Image 4: Day time serbe.
vices (8-18h)
A number of problems contribute to a lack of night-time activity such as the lack
of things to do at night, the existence of a pub-culture and its lack of interaction
with the street, the mono-functionality of boulevards (office and retail focused),
pedestrian-unfriendly environments, poor public transportation at night, restrictive
licensing laws and single activity visits of these boulevards5. The night-time economy

4
Török, T., 2003, ‘Simpli-city’, Houben & Calabres (eds), Mobility: a room with a view, NEI Publisher, Rotterdam,
p.303-309.
5
Heat, T., 1997, ‘The twenty-four hour city concept-A review of initiatives in British cities, Journal of Urban Design, London, p.193-204
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has long been marginalised in suburban and peripheral cities.
Three types of strategy are usually elaborated to tap in this
potential. First, there’s the evening economy that bridges
the gap between office closure and the pub and restaurant
activity. Second, there’s the nigh-time (as well as evening)
economy, and finally, there’s the full twenty-four hour city that
never closes. Although design professions do play an important
role in the creation of safe and open environments, the 24Image 5: Evening type
hour city concept and its successful implementation is highly
service (18-00h)
dependent of proper policy making that is capable of balancing
increasing activities over the 24-hour cycle with regulation.
When properly implemented, it will promote safe, vibrant and
inclusive environments as it moves from the day into the night.
Proper planning decisions must be applied in order to balance all
stakeholders’ needs while maintaining social issues on the forefront
of the agenda. Infrastructure development has to equally be
integrated to these new environments and must afford public
transportation that is synchronised to the new schedules. As
Image 6: Night time serheavily mentioned previously, economical motivated urbanity is a vices (18 to 24hrs a day)
serious issue with our cities. So how can we prevent the 24-hour city
into becoming ‘Las-Vegas’ like and essentially feed of ever growing consumption?
How can “social issues” be kept on the forefront of the agenda when we seem to
have so few of these examples to reassure us?

DEPLOYING CIVIC POWERS AND RESSOURCES TO (RE)SHAPE URBAN
SPACE
“We have an ability to create a city that is to some degree contrary to globalization,
contrary to the homogenization of cities going on around the world. It is very unique,
and it is very interesting in that it actually competes with those world cities not by
trying to be what they are but by being an alternative that they could never be (…).
Because of what we are and where we’re sitting in the hierarchy of cities, we have to
take advantage of what we have to work with (…) this comes down to the quality of
life in the city”. 					
		

Ibid on the subject of Vancouver, quoted in Sandercock, 2006, p. 56)

Policy discourse has had very small influence on operational planning. Development
outcomes still overwhelmingly reflect what landowners’ want and what developers
perceive as being the most profitable6. How can the local scale expect greater
interventionism from its civic institutions when the national scale undergoes constant
global pressures to intervene less? Because the planning process should reflect public
interest, it is the logical next step to expect civic powers to take greater initiative.
Development contracts between the city and developers hold multiple technical
arrangements such as the cost of land decontamination and so on. By allowing for
the developers to pay for the creation of a dedicated planning team to work fulltime on project preparation, while the city works cooperatively, linking the planning
function with other departments, will insure that proper guide lines can be upheld
through the design process. The emphasis must be put on the collaboration of teams
that are composed of developers and city staff that together create the master plan
6

Riddell, R., 2004, ‘Sustainable Urban Planning Tipping the balance’, Blackwell Publishing, Oxford, 335p.
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from scratch7. Allowing this to happen can successfully allow the fusion between
civic and private ambition and equally distribute the significant development cost of
public and social amenities.
Smaller jurisdictions and the less competitive ones will have great difficulty (than
metropolitan areas) to find the leverage power needed to push such none orthodox
techniques on developers that see no advantage in having these added criteria’s
and somewhat constraints. These jurisdictions are also highly affected by top down
decisions such as the implementation of heavy infrastructure that passes through their
area or the economic context that defines their range of land-use choices8. Mobility
goes beyond municipality boundaries. Technically speaking, mobility structures the
whole world. As far as the city goes, mobility is an issue that has to be seen on a
regional scale. As mentioned previously, spaces of mobility such as highways and
boulevards, structure the urban form. Consequently, the actual road network often
matches the sprawling land-use patterns that we see all over Québec, Canada
and North America in general. This makes it very hard to successfully implement
new principles such as New Urbanism or Smart Growth because they do not match
well together (Calthorpe, 2006, p125). Regional design must consequently take
responsibility over the network of mobility that crosses or will cross its area. Only
through proper design of this network can we expect municipalities to do their parts.
By creating an environment capable of breeding positive change, region design
also plays an important role here by allowing potential inhabitants to fully grasp
the overall idea and goal behind progressive policies that municipalities try to put
forward. Looking at the growth in terms of its total impacts rather than one project
at a time represents a vital shift in perspective (Calthorpe, 2006, p123). Regional
questions get different answers than local questions. Thus the overall image behind
a regional proposal can help municipalities sell projects that would normally not
be widely accepted by potential buyers. Simply said, it allows for future possible
inhabitants to see the bigger picture behind a development.

MODERNISM/MOBILITY, URBAN PLANNING AND CIVIL ENGINERING
“The road is interpreted as the privileged point of view for determining how the urban
landscape can be reshaped.”
       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

              Calabresse, 2003, p.87

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

       	

The designing of infrastructures has traditionally been reserved for the field of civil
engineering. Pragmatism resulting in none critical thinking has been the main
motive behind the laying out of infrastructure networks of transportation for the last
century9. Consequently, it is the combination of generic and specific features that
characterise our spaces of motions and flows. This has inevitable consequences on
our urban fabric since mobility shapes the city by providing the circulation network
that frames and structures it. An important reminder is that all of the government’s
policies concerning the management of overcrowded traffic have social dimensions
and are to often design for people to simply transit without attaching importance to
their qualities. The often-invasive infrastructure leaves an absence of detail, of tactile
7
Sandercock, L, 2006, ‘An anatomy of Civic Ambition in Vancouver: Toward Humane Density’, Saunders,
W.(eds), Urban Planning Today, Harvard Design Magazine Readers, p.48-62
8
Calthorpe, P, L, 2006, ‘From New Regionalism to the Urban Network: Changing the Paradigm of Growth’,
Saunders, W.(eds), Urban Planning Today, Harvard Design Magazine Readers, p.117-130
9
Calabrese, 2003, ‘Ouverture’, Houben & Calabres (eds), Mobility: a room with a view, NEI Publisher, Rotterdam, p.78-96.
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and visual qualities and results in a somewhat annoying, depressing and stressful
environment.
Because the city is no longer the product of a single thought, large scale planning
is a necessity. But as in similar ways as civil engineering, it cannot be expected to
solve everything. Restrictions, regulations, planning and investing are not enough
to tackle the issues that have been presented earlier. As Tamás Török (2007)
would say, “the consumer society can never be satisfied, we never get enough”.
The legal conventions and jargon have allowed material components such as
commercial advertisement to litter the road system. This is why we have to look at
this as a physical condition and not simply apply through planning mechanisms,
architectural norms to what we believe to be worthy areas. The understanding that
at the core of institutionalised planning lays a fundamental problem between what
is designed through visual representation and what is planned through documents
by the governing municipal body is essential if we truly wish to tackle the issues put
forward. Simply put, municipality documents used as a basis for the production and
construction of urban environments are not equipped to deal with commercial and
political motivated drawings and plans. There is a lack of communication between
both languages that result in an unfiltered ‘laissez faire’ of aesthetics. One could
refer to our places of motion as accidental bits and pieces of planning restrictions.
What comes out of this is very simple to comprehend: the physical structure of
these networks and the city does not reflect the social use intended. They are not
the work of designers but rather of engineering, real estate operations and politics
(Calabrese, 2003).

SPACIAL DESIGN FIELDS
“Mobility is the subject around which the design professions are constructing a new
discourse on the city.”
       	        	        	        	        	        	                                      Calabrese, 2003, p.79       	
       	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	
Fundamentally distinct from the engineering perspective, the fields of spatial
design and particularly architecture put emphasis on context driven design work.
Designers understand and play with these morphologies that represent traces of
human activities. This in consequence, creates layers of value for present urban
environments. Under these disciplines, spaces of mobility are much more than a
question of traffic problems and design fields openly criticize the lack of importance
that is given to the qualities of transiting landscapes and how they are designed
with only traffic statitiques in mind. Houben & Calabres (2003) would say that “a
general condition of today’s spaces of mobility is that they are people-oriented
but do not understand the people’s needs.” Because the physical structure of
the city must match its social use, external variables must be taken into account
as much as traffic statistics and other quantitative information. Variables such as
identity, belonging, scale, use, movement and flows and the evolution of the urban
landscape are taken into account. Urban design is being increasingly needed in
order to deal with conflicts between various developments that arise from growing
friction between different interests (as mentioned previously).
Thus, in similar fashion as an architect would refer to ‘roofs’, ‘façades’ and other
elements of a building, designers have to develop a language capable of
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dissecting networks of flows and thus allow them to formulate appropriate design
strategies (Calabresse, 2003). ‘Road’, ‘verge’ and ‘fields’ can be used as terminology
to properly address the physical elements of roads, boulevards and highways.
Other terminologies such as ‘hardware’, ‘humanware’ and ‘software’ offer factual
information on the structure itself, the users and their overall experience going
through the network. Having an appropriate body of terminology is crucial to the
structuring of a discipline.
This being said, the fields of spatial design are also seeing a shift of paradigm
themselves. Architecture that was once considered, no pun intended, as the building
block behind spatial understanding and design, is now seeing itself overshadowed by
the growing field of landscape urbanism. As we will see further, it is important not to
simplify the whole process of design and only attach it to this opposition of past and
present, town and country, in and out10. Understanding shifting morphologies and
being able to generate new “unforeseen recombinations and hybridizations” (Shane,
2003,p. 65) is vital in order to push forward the practices of urban design.

LANDSCAPE URBANISM
“In place of traditional, dense urban forms, most North Americans spend their time
in built environments characterized by decreased density, easy accommodation
of the automobile, and public realms characterized by extensive vegetations. In
this horizontal field of urbanization, landscape has a newfound relevance, offering
a multivalent and manifold medium for the making of urban form, and in particular
in the context of complex natural environments, post-industrial sites, and public
infrastructure”.
									

Waldheim, 2006, p.15)

Landscape architecture has in the last century been given the background role of
a decorating art that either was used to dress up sites or cover over problems11. With
the work needed becoming more technical, new ‘appointed technocrats’ from
the engineering fields where given unparallel social status and gained importance
in municaplity ranks (Reed, 2006, p270). As mentioned previously, this era of
engineering our networks of flows is still ongoing. Landscape urbanism is a growing
field with an open-ended mindset, which gives great importance to the evolution of
spaces over time. Landscape urbanists tasks would consist of being an “analog to
the organizational, political, and procedural conditions through which public projects
are conceived and commissioned” (Reed quoted from Waldheim, 2006, p.18). We
can see here that landscape urbanism does not simply take into consideration
the designing process but also the institutionalised mechanisms that guide it.
Architecture, urbanism and landscape architecture should be “less concerned
with what things look like and more concerned with what they do”, operating
rather strategically at a large scale on “infrastructural urbanism” which becomes
physical/material when it reaches the local scale (Allen quoted in Reed, 2006, p.281).
Thus reiterating what was mentioned previously in connection with planning and
10
Shane, G., 2003, ‘The Emergence of Landscape Urbanism’, Waldheim, Charles (ed), The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, p.55-68.
11
Reed, Chris, 2006, ‘Public Works Practice’, Waldheim, Charles (ed), The Landscape Urbanism Reader, Princeton Architecture Press, New York, p. 267-287
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designing for mobility networks on a regional scale.
The integration of transport infrastructure into public space is consequently the key
strategy of this new paradigm (Waldheim, 2006). By appropriating infrastructural
strategies and ‘ecological tactics for new civic programs’, it goes beyond the fields of
design and tackles urbanism on a larger scale through design and programming, thus
paving the road so to speak, for the future localised designing of urban environments.
The open-ended approach comes from the fact that appointing strategies to
networks, as mentioned above, must allow for both present/definable inputs and
future/indefinable ones.
Because of this emphasis on networks of mobility, dynamic representational tools
are necessary in order to properly design strategies that can take up to 20 or more
years before completion. It is one thing to preach that territories are dynamic and
to represent this with simple arrows that are added as layers on a map or with the
juxtaposition of maps taken at different moments. It is another to say that because
territories are dynamic, they require maps that are as dynamic, animated and which
evolve over time. This is where new technologies of representation go hand in hand
with this new landscape urbanism paradigm by offering to produce and manage
a temporal dimension to the city with spatial data that can be accumulated and
stored (Alvergne & Latouche, 2005).

CHAPTER 2 QUÉBEC- A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON TIME AND
URBANISATION
“Better to travel slowly and alone than fast with time constraints and a lot of people
could well be America’s motto.”
			

Translated in English from French. Alvergne & Latouche, 2005, p79

When compared to European cities, the conquest of time and space seems to
have eluded some North American cities. For Canada, transportation issues were
relegated to the political field with the country having
been federated around the transcontinental railway
project. As for Québec, geopolitical reasons dictated
that it spread itself along the Saint-Lawrence River in
what was (and still is) called “rang” in French. This type
of urbanisation takes the form of a long and narrow
land strip along communicational networks such as
roads and rivers. By plotting land this way, it gave the
false impression of an in-depth occupation of land.
So from this desire for space, maybe derived from
Image 7: Land devided in ‘rangs’
the failed rebellion of 1837 against what was seen
as British colonialism, a more conservative Québec
characterised by messianism, a life around agriculture and a nostalgic attitude,
urbanised its territory for the next 130 years. This following quote from Rioux sums up
very well the prevailing mentality for the next century to come: “if Quebecers are
not free, nor rich, it is because that freedom is primarily of the spiritual realm and
that real wealth is more than materialistic needs, it is especially from the moral and
religious sphere. The reward of the righteous is not of this world but rather after death
where they will be distributed” (translated from French to English). As for time issues
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and access to services, it was only an issue on a large
scale. Guided by train timetables, time zones were
elaborated in the 1880’s in order to better synchronise
Québec with the rest of the Atlantic Provinces
(Alvergne & Latouche, 2005).
This type of sprawled urbanisation called “rang”
translated itself in some of the more dense cities, as
three flat buildings (one on top of another and called
triplex) with exterior stairs connecting them to the
street, being built in volume. In similar fashion as the
“rang”, each flat had direct access to the street.

Image 8: Triplex buildings with exterior
stairs connecting them to the street.

QUÉBEC-QUITE REVOLUTION-MONTRÉAL AS A VECTOR OF SOCIAL
AND CULTURAL IDENTITY
The 1960’s gave Québec its modern ‘facelift’. The quiet revolution (revolution
tranquille) brought unprecedented change and gave birth to a movement that
promoted the welfare state, secularism and the
consequent creation of a new identity that differed
from the predominantly recognized one at that time,
which was known as the ‘French Canadian’. This
revolution meant a brake in the history of Québec and
was the result of secular evolution by a twin process
of industrialization and urbanization. The modern
‘Québécois’ identity was secular and based on a social
democratic ideal of the Québec State promoting
Québec French culture and language in the arts,
education, and business within the province. Legitimacy Image 9: 1962 add for the nationasymbols, which came out of this revolution, took the
lization of electricityproduction in
form of cultural and educational establishments such as Québec.. «Now or never! Masters of
our domain»
the University of Québec, The Grate National Library of
Québec and the National Assembly among others. As for the Grate National Library
and the University of Québec, they are both grate examples of how this reaffirmation
of Québécois identity translated itself in the built environment of Québec’s most
important city, Montréal. It could be said that the city of Montréal has been a vector
in which Québec’s social and cultural identity has been able to show itself and to
impact the social life of its citizen through its built environment and programming
that offer access to culture and knowledge. Both of these highly regarded institutions
are situated at the periphery of Montréal’s cultural district (quartier des spectacles)
that offers more than 80 venues year long with much of them being free during the
summer.
The ‘revolution tranquille’ also brought to the forefront, a bold and massive
investment in infrastructure networks, which contributed to the final onslaught of
asphalt, and the following horizontal network of urbanized surfaces across the southeastern part of the territory. Québec has sadly not evaded the North American
sprawled urban development model. The followed suburban development created
high inequalities of resources and also generated mobility problems. Many cities are
rendered less and less distinguishable from one another with an urban landscape
characterized by environments made for the automobile and public realms with

Montréal’s periphery- boulevard Taschereau

extensive vegetation and all of this either motivated by residential or commercial
growth (which are typically separated). If Montréal can be seen as reflecting some of
the social and cultural identity that came from the quite revolution, a lot less can be
said for its suburbs, all part of its metropolitan area.

MONTRÉAL’S PERIPHERY- BOUL. TASCHEREAU
“The restrictions jointly imposed by automotive distribution and the volatile play
of land speculation serve to limit the scope of urban design to such a degree
that any intervention tends to be reduced either to the manipulation of elements
predetermined by the imperatives of production, or to a kind of superficial masking
which modern development requires for the facilitation of marketing and the
maintenance of social control”.
       	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	 Waldheim, 2006, p. 42
       	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	        	
Boulevard Taschereau
(also called provincial
road 134 at some
parts) is among the
most important and
used arteries of the
Image 10: Evolution of the street patterns on the South part of boulevard TascheMontérégie12*, on the
reau. Source: http://www.urb.umontreal.ca/realisations/docs/AME_11/ATELIERSouth shore of Montréal. MAITRISE1.pdf
Overall, it goes through
four municipalities, who are all part of Montréal’s metropolitan area. For the sake
of this project, I will concentre on the stretch of the boulevard that goes through
only three of them (Brossard, Greenfield Park and Longueuil). Both extremities of this
stretch are characterised by a bridge connecting Montréal to its south shore. Public
transportation terminals are also present (terminus Panama and terminus Longueuil)
with the northern extremity having the only metro station (Terminus Longueuil) on the
south shore. Buses are present in both terminals (South and Northern extremities of the
boulevard) and constitute the main bus terminals in the area. Boulevard Taschereau
was built in 1932, two years after the inauguration of Jaques-Cartier Bridge. The goal
was to allow a rapid access lane along the river, which would connect La Prairie to
Montréal. Before 1960, there were very few commercial areas with the majority being
motels and fast food restaurants. These restaurants would often specialise themselves
for car service and consequently gave a distinct feeling to Boulevard Taschereau. It
took along time for the boulevard to evolve from its landscape of fields. 1957 brought
the fisrt commercial centre on the South shore (some historians go as far as to say in
Québec). Charles-LeMoyne hospital brought with its construction, new commercial
areas that would serve its employees, patients and visitors. The biggest motor of
urbanisation came with Montréal’s Universal Exposition in 1967. It was then that
numerous motels and commercial stores were built. The present highly car oriented
boulevard is inefficient in its design and considering its importance and localisation,
has surprisingly not drastically evolved since the 70’s. When we look at a higher scale
*
12
Montérégie: An administrative region of Québec, on the south shore of the St. Lawrence River opposite to
Montréal. It is bordered by the United States.
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and see how boulevard Taschereau becomes relevant to the greater metropolitan
network, we then see how it could serve as a potential catalyst to Montréal’s
economy. The boulevard can be seen as the privileged point of view for determining
how the urban landscape can be reshaped in the region.
Consequently, I believe that boulevard Taschereau must be rethought in order to
accommodate an environment that will respond to both the present and future
expectations and needs of its users. I would argue that it is currently doing none
of these. The fact that it has come to this point raises an important question. Does
the elaboration of city concepts make any sense in an age of such rapid change?
How can we change current circumstances, such as fixing the spatial qualities of
boulevard Taschereau without having them become obsolete in ten to twenty years
from now? Can boulevard Taschereau be improved in terms of design, by looking
at the social dimensions of traffic and by integrating aesthetics and technical facts
altogether in context driven manner? If so, what would be the physical implications
of such design and planning work? The analysis and proposal will take from the body
of theory that has been laid out previously.

THE GREATER NETWORK,
PLANNING WITH
SYNERGY
Important levels of
recentralisation can produce
substantial decreases in travel
. The idea is to recognise
the immediate southern
periphery of Montréal as
being part of Montréal
City Centre’s network. The
Saint-Laurent River may act
Image 11: Montréal’s South Shore and its regional network.
as a cognitive barrier, but
boulevard Tashereau remains
only 10 kilometres away from
Montréal’s city centre. For
Stockholmers’, crossing water
may sound routine, but for
Montréalers, crossing water
means you’re changing cities.
Political slogans such as “une
île, une ville” (one island, one
city) have helped to further
push this idea in our collective
imagination, which resulted
in water being a cognitive
barrier. Traffic issues on the
bridges have given further
substance to the concept of
Image 12: Montréal’s South Shore. Possible greater network for bouleSaint-Laurent River being
vard Taschereau.

The greater network, planning with synergy

a cognitive barrier.
Certain urban forms appear to be more sustainable in some aspects, such as
reducing travel, or enabling fuel efficient technologies, but detrimental in others,
such as producing social inequalities. Some forms may be sustainable locally, but
not be beneficial city wide or regionally. The danger of developing ‘sustainable
islands’ within a sea of unsustainability is a real concern. Looking at the potentially
greater network is crucial if we wish to redesign boulevard Taschereau in a way
that it remains as much sustainable locally than regionally. When looking at the
area, it becomes apparent that the boulevard serves as an important artery linking
two of the most important bridges on the South Shore to Montréal. Its consolidation
with Montréal’s City Centre is long overdue. If properly integrated through a public
transportation loop serving Montréal’s city center and the South Shore, boulevard
Taschereau can act as a catalyst of urban development in the region. In order to
justify the implementation of heavy infrastructure connecting boulevard Taschereau
to the centre of Montréal, it is crucial to see the greater picture and how numerous
projects are already being planned along what I believe, could serve as the axis of
light rail transportation, connecting both territories together. The aim here is not to
criticize the proposed projects, but to see how they can be integrated to a bigger
network of public transportation.
If we look at what’s being planned and done in Montréal’s metropolitan area, we
can see that many projects are either being planned or currently under construction.
Image 3 at the next page show’s how all these projects once completed, will all be
connected by this current road network that can be seen in image 2. Beneath are
the projects as planned.
1. Terminus Longueuil/ Place Charles-Moyne/Pointe de la Voie Maritime (2010-**)
This area situated at the end of the northern part of the boulevard is under heavy
construction. It holds the only metro line connecting the Shouth Shore to Montréal
thus making a light rail connection over Jaques Cartier Bridge less relevant. Soon,
it will be equipped with more than 123 000 square meters of office space, 11 500
meters of additional commercial and service space. The University of Sherbrook
campus is also in progress. Additional High-density housing will be added to
the mix, totalling 400 flats. 2 300 additional flats will be created in the adjacent
neighbourhood (Pointe de la Voie maritime).
2. Boulevard Taschereau (20**)
Boulevard Taschereau serves as an important artery linking two of the most important
bridges on the South-Shore to Montréal. Its consolidation with Montréal’s city centre
is long overdue. If properly integrated through a public transportation loop serving
Montréal’s city centre and the South Shore, boulevard Taschereau can act as a
catalyst of urban development in the region. Congestion has become a serious issue
for the last decade.
3. Light rail project, Côte-des-Neiges to Montréal’s city center (2017)
This project represents the first phase of the newly planned light rail system line that
will connect Montréal’s downtown to its northern neighbourhood (Côte-des-Neiges).
It is currently planned for 2017.
4. Pointe Nord de L’Île-Des-Soeurs (2010-2019)
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Îles-Des-Soeurs is an island/municipality in-between Montréal and its South shore.
Two projects have been elaborated and are underway. The first one is the creation
of a 1 860 000 square meters office park for telecommunication giant, Bell Canada.
The second project is mainly residential and commercial with 1 500 residential flats
and 360 000 square meters commercial and office space. The metropolitan agency
of transportation has also shown willingness to integrate to this a project, light rail
transportation infrastructure that will allow transit up to Montréal’s city centre.
5. Champlain Bridge (2021)
Serious structural degradation of the bridge has forced authorities to plan for a new
one that should be operational by 2021. Public transit infrastructures will be integrated
to the new bridge.
Scenario 2 is particularly interesting due to the fact that Victoria Bridge is already
equipped with railroad infrastructure. This would in return facilitate the work needed
to allow a future light railroad system to go over the Saint-Laurent River.
The idea here is to apply principles behind landscape urbanism such as, operating
strategically at a large scale on “infrastructural urbanism” which becomes physical/
material when it reaches the local scale. Boulevard Taschereau would be part of
a grater infrastructural network that would reach up to Montréal’s city centre. An
open-ended approach to the issue could allow for boulevard Taschereau to be
part of an extensive transportation network that would help to shape the urban
fabric of the projected urban developments to come. Multiple variables such as the
need to travel, the desire to travel, work qualifications and many more, makes the
idea of planning for local populations almost impossible. Proximity can have a weak
influence on travel choices. Believing that we can design and plan for people to
shop, work and spend their leisure time locally, is quite naïve. Planning and designing
throughout a greater network of transportation, is the only way we can be sure of
staying coherently sustainable from a local to a regional scale. At the strategic scale,
the new transportation network will be providing rapid, pleasant and sustainable
connections between places of work, living, leisure, and culture, which will facilitate
linkages between neighbourhoods and regions. The network will bring people and
goods closer together, helping overcome information gaps, and enabling idea flows.

The greater network, planning with synergy

South Shore

Image 13: First possibility for synergy (scenario 1).

South Shore

Image 14 : Second possibility for synergy (scenario 2). Important consideration; Victoria bridge
already has train infrastructure not currently used.
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The greater network, planning with synergy

The Greater Network, Planning with synegy

350 000 new households are expected to be
added to the metropolitan area between 2001
and 2021 with an average of 17 500 new
households per year. Being only 10 kilometres
away from Montréal’s city centre and all the
services it offers, boulevard Taschereau is
perfectly located among an important
infrastructural network.

The many possibilities
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Network-oriented planning and design
15

Bringing people and goods closer together,
helps overcome information gaps, and enable
idea flows. As of now, the existing mobility network
does not reflect boulevard Taschereau’s proximity
to Montréal’s City Centre. Saint-Laurent River acts
as a cognitive barrier. Traffic issues and car dependency
help to further accentuate this idea of a congnitive barrier.

Cognitive barrier

Image 15: Network-oriented planning and design
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Software-Perception of spatial surroundings

SOFTWARE-PERCEPTION OF SPATIAL SURROUNDINGS
“It’s really ugly. It’s probably the most ugly street in all of North America.”  
				

Translated in English from French. Historian, Michel Pratt

Boulevard Taschereau was designed in the early 30’s and has since then, become
a very important artery that has seen big commercial retail surfaces develop
themselves along it and particularly on its southern part. Its northern part is
characterised by heavy road infrastructure, car dealerships, garages and other car
related services. The overall stretch absorbs almost all transportation demands and
has virtually no competition. The built environment is mainly one to two stories high
and is sprawled around car parking surfaces that face the boulevard. The boulevard
is a prime example of what’s been elaborated previously. It is the result of enginering
norms and short term planning guide lines. The next page will show what type of
scenery the daily ‘users’ are confronted to.
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This segment of the road has 4 to 5 lanes in
both directions. The right side of the boulevard
is in no means pedestrian friendly as there is
simply no continuous sidewalks. Crossings are
designed for cars and are often confusing for
pedestrians. After 4 470 meters, the interchange
segment brings forward heavy infrastructure.
From here on, the road alternates from highway
to boulevard. The boulevard takes a turn on the
sideways in order for the highway to pass. The
infrastructure supporting this network creates
a very tangible dislocation of the urban tissue.
Surprinsigly, sidewalks are present all over this
stretch of the boulevard. Crossings are only
possible at three places with nearly half a
kilometer inbetween each one of them. There’s
only one pedestrian crossing (bridge).
Image 17: Crossings
and walkability.

Image 18: Terminology.
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Dissecting the urban fabric

DISSECTING THE URBAN FABRIC
“Only through an open heart surgery can we truly keep the patient alive!”
Translated from French to English. Referring to the work needed to revitalise boul. Taschereau.
Quoted from Cardinal, F. in Lapresse.ca.

The ‘urban fabric’ or ‘urban tissue’ relates to the superposition of several structures
acting at different scales but appearing as a system that links each part of a city1.
The reference made with organic material comes from the idea of “interweaving
and of connections between parts, together with a capacity for adaptation”
(Castex&Depaule, 2004, p. 158). It implies a process of transformation rather than
staticity or fixed work. By dissecting the urban fabric, we take each composing part
of the overall network and look at it individually. These parts are the road system, the
motorway network, the land division and the buildings with their different attributed
activities. As mentioned all along this thesis, it is the street network that distributes,
generates and orders development. As with all organic creatures, there’s always
the risk of the host rejecting the new body part. It will thus be crucial to properly
understand the urban tissue if we wish to adequately graph boulevard Taschereau
back to it.

Programs/zoning

Landscape related to
Parking surface and built
environment
Parking surface related
to built environment

Built environment

Landscape related to
heavy infrastructure
Heavy infrastructure

Image 19: Elements of
the urban fabric

1

Street grid

Castex& Depaule, 2004, Urban Forms: the death of the urban block, Architectural Press, Oxford, 222p.

Dissecting the urban fabric : the street grid

Street grid
Transit boulevards
Avenues
Connectors
Unwanted typology
Overlaying the grid, which has none continuous patterns, is boulevard
Taschereau. This system becomes increasingly dysfunctional with its
sprawling land-use patterns. Rings and radials often dislocate the grid
and are the result economically motivated actors that have been
given the permission to ‘design’ at the expense of the greater good. We
must deal with these short-sited designs and learn to work around
them and eventually have them rehabilitated. Using a hierarchy of
mobility spaces such as transit boulevards, avenues and connectors
could greately help boulevard Taschereau be grafted back to its
urban tissue. Understanding this hierarchy and working with it is
fundemental to the rehabilitation of our patient!

1961

1941

1971

1989

Here we see the evolution of the street grid serrounding boulevard
Taschereau on its Southern part. We can see how almost 10 years after
its creation (1932), it still remained vastly surrounded by open fields. As
mentioned previously, the 60’s brought commercial retailing and
motels to the boulevard and the construction of Charles LeMoyne
hospital. The biggest motor of urbanisation came with Montréal’s
Universal Exposition in 1967. It was then that numerous motels and
commercial stores were built with a following growing residential
street grid (1971, red patterns). It is vital that we focus on areas of
Bouleavard Taschereau that are well connected through a continuous
street grid. Doing so will allow for the surrounding population to actually
walk. For now, cognitive distance outways the physical one.

A

A

B

B

Cognitive
distance

Physical
barriers

Grafting boulevard Taschereau back
to its urban tissue

Montréal city center
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Dissecting the urban fabric : Heavy infrastructure

The motorway network and its
landscape
The motorway network and its resulting
heavy infrastructure dominate the
spatial organization of the area.
Boulevard Taschereau is the result of
engineering design and consequently,
a good portion of its design was done
with car traffic efficiency and safety
being the main concerns. Different
scales of engineering layout have
impacted the built environment and
the following social environment
in different ways. If you look at the
boulevard from south to north, we see
how the motorway and the following
separation it creates drastically affect
the northern part. In many parts, we
see the urban tissue dislocated due to
the motorway network that serves a
regional function.

Image 21: Heavy infrastructure affecting
the northern part of the
boulevard.
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Dissecting the urban fabric : Built environment

The Surrounding built
environment
he built environment is mainly
one to two stories high and
finds itself sprawled around
car parking surfaces that face
the boulevard. The functional,
car oriented layout creates a
prevailing lack of urban ‘flair’
across Boulevard Taschereau.
Smaller buildings characterize
the northern part with little
setback from the boulevard.
Surrounding the boulevard is a
vast landscape of residential
zoning.

Image 22: The built environment and serrounding
enviroment.

Dissecting the urban fabric : Parking, asphalt and its surrounding landscape

Parking space, asphalt and its surrounding landscape
The boulevard is devoid of any aesthetic qualities regarding natural landscape.
The landscape results either from accidental bits or pieces of planning restrictions
or enginering safety norms. It often simply feels the holes left by parking space. As
for the parking, it vastly surpasses any other type of surface. The southern part is
particularly hitting in terms of ratio between landscape, parking surfaces and built
environment.

Image 23: Ration between the built environment, parking surfaces and landscape.
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Dissecting the urban fabric : Zoning

Zoning/programming
We can see here that the southern strecth has a lot of big surfaces retailing while the
northern part has more car oriented services and retailing.

Image 24: Zoning of buildings along boulevard Taschereau. Car oriented services are
mentioned apart.

Dissecting the urban fabric : Programming

Day time 8-18h

When looking at the the programs,
it may not come as a surprise that
the day time is when most of them
are functionning. During the day,
we can see six ‘hubs’ along the
boulevard.

Image 25: Day time programs
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Dissecting the urban fabric : Programming

Evening 18-22h

The evening activities are
mainly due to restaurants and
stores that are open until 21h
on wednesday’s to Friday’s.
Opaque colors represent
programs that stay open until 21h
or 22h during the whole week.

Image 26: Evening time
programs

Dissecting the urban fabric : Programming

Night time 18 to 24 hours

At night, boulevard
Tascherau is virtually dead for
the exception of gaz stations
that also surve as coffee
places for people working or
living during the night. Area’s
1 and 4 are the only ‘hubs’
that stand out during all three
periods of the day.

Image 27: Night time programs
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At first glance, the boulevard seems to be served generously by an extensive bus
network. The problem isn’t the system but rather the boulevard and its resulting
sprawled environment that make using the bus system unapealing. The schedules are
also not adjusted to any activities during the night.

Public transit

Image 28: Existing bus stops

Subsets as urban accupuncture

SUBSETS AS URBAN ACCUPUNCTURE
Certain urban forms appear to be more sustainable in some aspects, such as
reducing travel, or enabling fuel efficient technologies, but detrimental in others, such
as producing social inequalities. Some forms may be sustainable locally, but not be
beneficial city wide or regionally. As mentioned previously, the danger of developing
‘sustainable islands’ within a sea of unsustainability, is a real concern when thinking of
redesigning boulevard Taschereau and bringing human scale to its environment. 350
000 new households are expected to be added to the metropolitan area between
2001 and 2021. More local provision of services will not in itself bring about changes
in the travel patterns1. This means that the local population will not necessarily fill up
jobs created locally or chose to always go shopping or spend their ‘free time’ locally.
Access to a greater network of mobility is crucial to fight against social and spatial
segregation. A network approach is thus crucial to the realisation of these subsets
and vice versa. Mobility shapes the city by providing the circulation network which
functions as the frame structuring the
city. As with other areas of relative
importance, boulevard Taschereau
has reliance upon an ability to fund
highly sophisticated transport systems.
Although a potential, it is not yet a
reality. Single use zoning has made
the vast areas surrounding boulevard
Taschereau, exclusively residential
and thus disconnected from the
urban tissue. Altering the road network
or introducing a new system will
reshape the area and its landscape.
The boulevard is not homogenous
Image 29: Street grid, parking/asphalt space,
in its design; the northern part as
programs
seen previously, has been plagued by heavy
road infrastructure and car oriented services. The strategic location of boulevard
Taschereau among a greater regional network has created many opportunities for
development. Among them, the most important is the implementation of a tramway
system that would start from Panama terminus (southern extremity) and go towards
Victoria Bridge towards Montréal and reach new developments that are currently
planned or under process in some cases.

Open-ended practices allow for a gradual and more organic evolution. Meeting
places where healthy contestation can occur and having access to a diversity of
public environments are fundemental elements. By appropriating infrastructural
strategies and ‘ecological tactics for new civic programs’, it goes beyond the fields
of design and tackles urbanism on a larger scale through design and programming,
thus paving the road so to speak, for the future localised designing of urban
environments. The open-ended approach comes from the fact that appointing
strategies to networks, as mentioned above, must allow for both present/definable
inputs and future/indefinable ones. Up to now, we have seen how boulevard
Taschereau’s outcome is the result of what landowners’ and what developers
perceive as being the most profitable. The municipality has not been able until now

1

Sommonds & Coombe, 2000, ‘The Transport Implications of Alternative Urban Forms’, William, Burton
& Jenks (eds), Achieving Susutainable Urban Form, London, p.125
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Subsets as urban accupuncture

to take the full potential of boulevard Taschereau even thought it is strategically
located and highly used. Seventy years of planning and civil engineering have left
the boulevard devoid of any aesthetic consideration. Market oriented economic
growth has made the boulevard into a large commercial strip with overwhelming
parking surfaces being the result of pragmatic regulation. The landscape plays no
other role than the one of covering up holes left by parking and civil engineering
norms. These considerable parking surfaces have created mega commercial blocks
that brake out from the existing and adjacent street grid. Traffic issues have now
made apparent that boulevard Taschereau is simply not meeting up to demand.
As for the social repercussion, boulevard Taschereau is not physically accessible by
walk due to vast parking spaces, discontinuous sidewalks and a lack of pedestrian
crossings. The width of the boulevard combined with the massive gaps of parking
lots; eliminate the possibility of any human scale. In six words, it is monofunctional
and car oriented. This model of urbanism is contrary to any principles behind socialspatial equality and contributes to a damaging and outdated life style. This thesis has
looked at the relation’s between space and social mobility. Lack of access ultimately
creates social-spatial exclusions. Boulevard Taschereau by its present monofunctional
and car oriented design breads social exclusion by limiting access to people that do
not have access to a car. Its retail oriented function limits the people living around
from other types of social insertion opportunities and the cognitive barrier that SaintLaurent River has become, is amplified as such because of heavy traffic issues on
both bridges. It would be unnecessary and extremely expensive to revitalize the
whole boulevard at once. Having a more localised and community approach, would
impact the whole boulevard in similar fashion as the role of needles in acupuncture.
Pinpointing areas that are capable of supporting densification is the key element to
the successful and gradual redesigning of the boulevard. Redesigning these areas in
light of the greater network they are part, is also crucial to their success.
By looking at social-demographic forecasts, we can better understand the future
demand and what needs to be done in order to properly accommodate it.
Social-demographic tendencies
According to Statistic Québec, 350 000 new households are expected to be added
to the metropolitan area between 2001 and 2021 with an average of 17 500 new
households per year1. Being only 10 kilometres away from Montréal’s city centre and
all the services it offers, boulevard Taschereau is perfectly located.
15-25 age group is expected to grow in proportion21. This group age is highly
dependent of renting flats.
25-40 age group is expected to shrink in proportion to 878 000 in 1996 to 748 000 in
2012. This tendency should continue at least until 201621. The existing market of single
family housing for first buyers should be able to answer to demand for the coming
years.
40-70 age group (without children in the household) is growing steadily and is
expected to grow even more in the following years21. Even if they receive more
capital than other categories of buyers, households in this age group, once without
children, are more inclined to acquire housing in joint ownership.
The changing balance between the different age groups of an aging population
brings the need to restore the ties of cohesion between generations. This new and
growing social challenge must be addressed not only in social and economic terms,

Subsets as urban accupuncture

but also in the establishment of adequate city support networks and infrastructure,
including new activities for the retired and elderly and public pedestrian spaces
for interaction among all age groups. With the acceleration of rhythms, the
fragmentation of time and the followed desynchronisation of individual rhythms,
these different social groups (mentioned above) that are expected to grow in
proportion in the region, have to be planned for.
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Subsets as urban accupuncture
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Regional

The chosen sites as urban acupuncture
Juncture of existing network

Available space
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Variety of functions
concentrated in a
500 meters radius,
offering walking
access.

Mega blocks with plenty
of free space. Possibility
of endeph reconfiguration
of the urban form.

Scale

Functions

Well situated and accessible
through an existing important
road network.

Local

Legitimacy symbols

Networking from the local
to the regional scale.

Montréal city center

Île des Soeurs
Planned for 2019

The more accessible and sustainable mobility
network would promote human scale and
accessibility once it reached local urban
environments.

Image 30: Network-oriented planning and design

Subsets

Subsets

Subsets
Prevailing mega blocks of asphalt that are well positioned within
the urban fabric and have already a considerable concentration
of functions. These three areas are ideal because of the vast amount
of free space and there strategic location and already attractive
factors. These blocks should be redesigned in parallel with the crossing
network.

5 600 m2

The result of engineering norms, this
space between the interchange structure
is stratigically located near a rail road
system that goes through Victoria bridge.
The space here could be used as parking
space and could host a light rail system.

6 662 m2

6 626 m2

5 900 m2
7 800 m2

17 306 m2

This area is characterized by Charles-LeMoyne Hospital. It is the biggest
hospital in the South Shore and finds itself surrounded
by parking space, car dealerships. Given its location, it could
potentially become a institutional and civic hub. The hospital and few small shops
offer night time services.

Similair as sector Mail Champlain, this area includes a shopping mall on
the Southern part and considerable parking space around it. The Northern
part is charactarized by outlet type retail development. The vast
amount of parking surface allows for a gradual densification process.

Sector Champlain Mall is part of a mega block that brakes out
of the existing adjacent residential street grid. It includes a shopping
center with interior mall surrounded by parking spaces.
Two residential towers also occupy part of the block. A series of
commercial and office buildings are isolated on the eastern side.
Terminus Panama is located here. This area also has the most ‘night time’
programming while being very well accessible from the existing street
greed. Night time services such as clubs and bars are present here.

Charles
LeMoyne
Hospital
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Subset Panama

Subsets as urban accupuncture

The four prevailing blocks of asphalt have now been devided into
ten urban blocks with 3 meters wide sidewalks. This first phase of
development would make Panama into an area offering an
eighteen to twenty four hours a day social environment. It is
stratigically located near the light rail transit hub that offers a quick
connection to Montréal’s city center in 12 minutes. It is an ideal
location for offices and student flats with universities accessible
between 20 to 40 min.

Gradually densifying parking areas would allow for a more
dense built environment. Opening the blocks with streets will help to
reintegrate the area with its surrounding environment. Here, we see
30% more land density with the majority being accorded to office
space. The western block is pedestrian street going from the
southern parking lot to the northern shopping mall.
Parking surface

Parking surface

Built surface

Built surface

Programming
A variety of services already exist
inside this area. They offer on
average a 9 to 21h schedule plus an
already existing night economy.
Additional office space can
complimente the existing one. The
location is ideal for rapid transit to and
from Montréal. Student houing would
also be ideal considering the
24hour a day service potential.

Montréal city center in 12 minutes

Section cut of boulevard Taschereau
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Subset August

The four prevailing blocks of asphalt have now been devided into
five urban blocks with 3 meters wide sidewalks. A walking corridor
connects the West to the eastern neighberhoods. This first phase
of development would make August into a mixed commercial
and residential area.

The western side of the area could benefit greately
from a gradual densification of its parking space. Along
the new walking corridor connecting the eastern commercial
and residential hub could be a mixed of residential and commercial
space. Gradualy densifying parking space will allow for a more
dense environment along the western and eastern blocks. Here, the
area has 24% more land surface accorded to residential and mix
use.
Parking space

Parking space

Built

Built

Programming

A variety of services already exist inside this area. They offer on
average 9 to 21h schedule during the week.
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Subset Charles Lemoyne hospital
The two prevailing blocks of asphalt have now been devided into
six urban blocks with 3 meters wide sidewalks. This first phase of
development would make the Charles LeMoyne hospital
hub into an area offering an eighteen to twenty four hours a day
social environment with civic institutions being at the core.
Patients, staff and families are in need of more services that reflect
their needs.
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The western block is characterized by the Charles LeMoyne is left
intact while the eastern part has to be redesigned. The block opens
itself in the middle (west of the LRT stop) with a pedestrian only
street. It has 25% more land surface accorded to a mix of civic,
commercial and residential space.

Parking space

Parking space

Built

Built

Programming
Hosts Charles Lemoyne hospital and is left
intact for the moment. The eastern block had to
be completely redesigned, as car dealerships
prevalent here. Considering the important size
of the hospital, the area could host other civic
institutions and compliment Charles Lemoyne
hospital in terms of services offered to its staff,
patients and close ones.
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Improved crossings

The new segment of the boulevard has seen
its car lanes go from 4 to 5 lanes on both sides
to 3 lanes. Traffic has been slowed down
and 5 meters wide continuous sidewalks with
adjacent bycicle lanes go through each
new hubs. Pedestrian crossings have been
added to every car crossings. A light rail transit
system feels the gap left by the removal of car
lanes and offers its services within 8 stops that
have an average of 600 meters inbetween.
Human scale is given to boulevard Tascherea.
Gradual densification of other segments of the
boulevard will come with time.

Image 28: New crossings

Master plan

Proposal: Master plan of Boulevard Taschereau

A

B
A

Cognitive
distance

5 minutes
6 minutes
6 minutes
25 minutes
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B

Physical
access

3 minutes
4 minutes
5 minutes
16 minutes

N

Terminal

Terminal

Technological mobility

Technological use of mobility such as in the implementation of a light rail transit system has allowed to for greater access to services along the
boulevard. It also gives a greater scale of access by being connected to Montréal’s light rail system.
Contestation mobility

Mobility, networking across space and scale, each can play an integral role in the mobilization, practices and efficacy of contestations. The new light
rail transit system will make it more easy then ever for people to network across the whole metropolitan area of Montréal. Densification has brought new
services and the following creation of public places that can be used for contestation.

Social mobility

Access is a key concept when it comes to social-spatial inequalities. The flow of people will not only come through boulevard Taschereau but also
from adjacent neighberhoods. Densification brought more services and combined with greater physical mobility, new opportunities are created for
people. Different personal reappropriation of time within social class, age groups and sexes are planned for by having stratigically positioned hubs
that offer services through an 18 to 24 hours cycle. Night buses feel in the gaps left by the tramway system.

Final thoughts |

FINAL THOUGHTS
My intentions behind this thesis were to explore the concepts behind mobility and
see how they could be related to cities. Industrialization and its following impacts
on the city were mentioned numerous times up to neoliberalization and its following
negative consequences. The industrialisation period brought the importance of
scheduled time, which slowly created the acceleration of rhythms, the fragmentation
of time and the followed desynchronisation of individual rhythms. Space was shown
as being very relevant to social interactions and a case was made to show how
social sciences had neglected spatial dimensions. Spatial access was shown to be
directly related to issues of mobility and to that, were added concerns over the
desynchronisation of individual rhythms. These patterns differentiate within social
class, age groups and sexes and provoke a personal reapropriation of time, which
in some cases, is not reflected in the services offered in cities. The changing balance
between the different age groups, caused by an aging population, is also a serious
issue that was mentioned further in the thesis, which brings the need in restoring these
ties of cohesion between generations. Access is a key issue when it comes to social
mobility. Time and space both can play as barriers to access. Urban design has a
direct influence on spatial configuration but outside influences were shown to have a
direct influence on the urban form and the functions given to it.
The desindustralisation and the following financialization, as David Harvey words it,
have impacted our cities in profound ways. The continuous need to reinvest surplus is
a constant generator of urban development. This translates into my writings as ‘selfgenerated urbanity’ that is kept unfiltered by the municipal authorities. Through my
work, I tried to address some of the causes behind this lack of social consideration
that we see, especially along our mobility networks. I pointed the finger towards
civil and traffic engineering fields and accused them of being too pragmatic
when it came to road security and traffic issues, which consequently replicated
generic infrastructure after generic infrastructure across our urban landscapes. As
for planners, I accused them of being underequipped to address any aesthetic
conditions and/or filter any politically and economically motivated designs. Design
fields were then mentioned as being part of the solution as they were more capable
of addressing issues related to the aesthetic dimensions of mobility networks. With
design fields, a more ‘organic tone’ took place. The danger with looking at the city
as an organic identity is that we risk underestimating the forces that are behind its
evolution and constant change. The solution is not that simple. This constant duality
of perceptions reflects the diversity of disciplines needed to really understand and
paint a picture of the city (this is why I denied any allegiance to a discipline from
the start). The reality is that social phenomena’s are directly related to the political
sphere and although I acknowledged neoliberalism as ‘the building block on which
our cities are being built’, neoliberalism also transcends almost everything else. As
mentioned earlier, the city and its following layout play a central part in programming
our daily lives. It does so by being the intermediary in which neoliberalism can do
what it does, which is to bring all human action into the domain of the market1. In
this sense, it is very hard to plan and design on a big scale, while trying to justify a
proposal that takes back human action to previous ‘ethical beliefs’. This is in part
why I gave a historical perspective on Québec and highlighted the Quite Revolution
era, which I suggest, translated itself in the built environment, into legitimacy symbols

1

Harvey, David, 2005, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, Oxford University Press, 2005, 256p
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Final thoughts

that took the form of cultural and educational establishments. The idea here was to
show how Québec’s current societal values contrast with what can be seen as North
America’s growing tendency towards fiscal conservatism and a free market attitude.
I cited examples such as The Grate National Library of Québec, the University of
Québec and the Cultural District as grate examples of how this reaffirmation of
Québécois identity translated itself in the built environment, promoting transparency
and accessibility to culture and knowledge.
Planning and design wise, I shifted the focus to landscape urbanism in an attempt
to promote network-oriented planning and design that would allow for planners
and designers to work better together. Coming from a top down approach and
experimenting with the notions behind landscape urbanism, I tried to look at the
designing part of boulevard Taschereau as a very open ended project, where I
would operate rather strategically at a large scale on infrastructure, which would
become in future phases physical/material when it reached the local scale. The idea
here was to focus on how mobility could be made more sustainable and accessible.
My aim was to first compare boulevard Taschereau with what was previously
elaborated. After analyzing the situation, I decided to show how new human scales
on some parts of the boulevard could be connected through larger and continuous
sidewalks, bike lanes and a light transit system, so new forms of everyday life could
come out of them. The idea was to look at local mobility networks as being part of
a greater network, from the neighbourhood scale, the local scale to the regional
scale. By acknowledging these networks, better planning and design could be
done, allowing for better access to a variety of environments, not only the ones on
boulevard Taschereau. These legitimacy symbols in Montréal mentioned previously,
would all be accessible within the infrastructural network proposed, on the large
scale. This would by consequence, make the boulevard accessible by other means
than what it is now, exclusively by car and buses. With more accessible environments,
more diverse subcultures would be allowed to flourish. With the estimated 350 000
new households that are expected to be added to the metropolitan area between
2001 and 2021, boulevard Taschereau is absolutely relevant in the fight against
decentralisation and urban sprawl. Having shown how the boulevard is part of a
network connecting Montréal’s city centre to its south shore, rethinking boulevard
Taschereau is in dire need if we wish to centralise population and employment
in order to reduce spatial distances’ and barriers. A population increase around
Montréal, at the expense of its hinterland, is essentially what I propose here.
With these new spaces being created through the fragmentation of strategically
located parking blocks among a greater network of local and regional mobility
and existing wide set of functions, I wanted to show how densifying strategic areas,
could justify the implementation of a better mobility network designed for human
scale and accessibility, while at the same time allowing greater mobility to a larger
scale network. Redesigning strategically would serve as cost-effective solution to
the gradual redesigning of the entire boulevard. Social mobility, greater ease of
contestation and more opportunities for everyone should come out of this proposal,
with ‘free time’ being looked at from all parts of the day. The design proposal would
work towards territorial cohesion, not only along boulevard Taschereau, but also
along the extensive infrastructural network extending into Montréal. Other projected
urban developments that were mentioned previously, would also be planned and
designed along this regional network. A light rail transit system would be the solution
to the current, highly car dependent environment. By having a valid alternative
option to the car, when moving from the South Shore to Montréal and vice versa, the
more accessible and sustainable mobility system would promote human scale and
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accessibility once it reached local urban environments. Having this extensive network
planned, would impact future proposals in the region by having them be designed
in light of this network. It would serve as an “analog to the organizational, political,
and procedural conditions through which public projects are conceived and
commissioned”. Although this may seem quite obvious for Swedish and especially
Stockholmers’, this is simply not the case here in Montréal’s metropolitan area, which
has been plagued by urban developments implemented along highways. Rarely
have we planned along public transportation networks. Network-oriented planning
and design would allow for better access to different environments. Montréal, with
all its cultural and social diversity, would be further accessible to people from the
South Shore, who in some cases tend to cross the river only for necessities. Better
access would mean for better sensitivity to some urban phenomena’s present
in Montréal, such as cultural diversity and homelessness, but absent in a lot of its
‘asepticized’ suburbs. Having a better access to Montréal’s city centre and all its
near neighbourhoods, such as le Plateau, le Vieux-Montréal, le Ghetto McGill, would
also mean for more people being made aware of none car oriented lifestyles. This
would help to break a lot of misconceptions about Montréal, held by people living
outside its island.
The aim behind the designing part of my thesis was to generate a master plan
capable of reorienting the future in-depth redesigning of boulevard Taschereau.
I believe I made this possible by showing the true geographical and networking
potential of boulevard Taschereau, while demonstrating where actual design could
be implemented in order to generate the necessary changes that would bring
greater access and sustainability to the boulevard. I also believe that my proposal
does tackle the fundamental issues I had with Montréal’s South Shore. This image of
potential synergy of continuous thought and action, which I had at a younger age,
was nothing less than issues concerning spatial accessibility. This visceral feeling I
had, essentially translates into bringing people and goods closer together, helping
overcome information gaps, and enabling idea flows. I believe that I’ve generated
sufficient knowledge to support a proposal that paves the way for this.
The wide approach I used, starting from a critic of neoliberalism to the designing of
wide proposals, highlights the complexity of cities, as being designable environments
made for social interactions and influenced by political processes. This reality calls
for the collaboration of multiple disciplines; followed by a processes of synthesis,
and what should come out of this is even further creative solutions. This being said,
because of the multidisciplinary aspects of cities, and thus the multidisciplinary
answers, some undoubtedly weaker points came out of my thesis. As I’ve openly
said, landscape architecture has for too long played a background role in covering
up ‘patches’ left by other disciplines. Being consistent with this would have meant
to keep an architectural landscape perspective from the start and not only give it a
go so to speak, once wide concepts had already been elaborated. Environmental
connectivity is consequently lacking when compared to social and economical
connectivity. Network-oriented planning and design is not exclusive to road and
environmental networks. It is comprised of a variety of connective mechanisms that
act on different scales. Tactile and visual connection to the built environment is also
as much relevant and boulevard Taschereau is in dire need of it. Dynamic mapping
would have also been needed to look deeper into the temporal dimensions of
boulevard Taschereau. A lack of data and time resulted in my inability to experiment
with these new tools of representation and to try to generate new concepts. As for
the car, it has been depicted as being part of the problem. It is often looked upon
as being energy consuming and very invasive. The idea that it gives us freedom from
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tibletables and geographical distances, keeps us from looking at what it truly is, a
ridiculously static and space consuming transportation method. It spends the majority
of its time being stationary and because of this, space has to be continuously
allocated for it to remain accessible. Policymaking is relevant to the rethinking of how
we handle the static dimension of cars. The self-generative aspect of urban form
was in part due to policies oriented towards car dependency. Looking into how we
can achieve higher densities of office, shopping and residential spaces, with very
restrictive parking allotments, is also part of the many angles we have to look from.
Further more, the danger with all of this was to go from a critic of the actual system
to a ‘populist urban proposal’ that depicted typical ‘free time’ oriented towards the
market. The scale of my interventions does not generate a definitive answer to this
issue. Although I think I’ve generated many answers on how we can operate in this
neoliberal economy and create the best possible outcomes that are allowed under
this system, some questions still loom. Public-private space can only be mentioned
during the in-depth redesigning and is a very relevant criteria when talking about
social-spatial segregation and opportunities for contestation. The performance of
civic and political life is dependant on space being made public. In my opening
critic of neoliberalism, I give the planners and designers the role of generating space
for contestation. Events that occurred and are still probably occurring (back home
in Québec and especially Montréal) as you read this have somewhat impacted my
perception on contestation in the city. It has left me moved and inspired to see such
wide mobilization occur against current neoliberal trends. I’ve decided to end this
thesis by paying a small tribute to my fellow Quebecers contesting in the streets since
February 13th of this year (2012).

“Québec’s Spring Revolution”
“We shall argue that, while the city is alive and thriving at least in some
of its spaces, the polis, conceived in the idealized Greek sense as the site
for public political encounter and democratic negotiations, the spacing
of dissent, and disagreement, and the place where political subjectivation
emerges and literally takes place, seems moribund. In other words, the
‘political’ is retrieving while social space is increasingly colonized by
policies (or policing)”.
David Harvey, p.23 The Zero-Ground of politics

February 2012, the government decides to raise tuition fees from 2 168$ to 3 793$, a 75%
augmentation for the next 5 years. Student mobilization takes place and striking officially
starts February 13th.
March 22nd, the biggest mobilization ever to take place in Montréal gathers an estimated
crowd of 250 000 people. The government keeps its hard line and refuses any negotiation.
Public and political attention is given to the cause. Numerous artists and opposing political
figures pledge their support to the cause.
April 23th: Negotiations start but nothing comes out of them. Contestation continues in the
streets of Montréal.
April 25th: 500 university professors sign a declaration dubbed “University against the rise”.
May 14th: Line Beauchamp, the Minister in charge of Education resignes after being unable
to solve the issue.
May 18th: Law 78 is voted in power by the national assembly which will limit the rights to
contestation and give a very severe fine to anyone not respecting its new measures which
have been deemed as unconstitutional.
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As of now: This has provoked even more contestation with one opposition party at the
National Assembly calling for civil desobedience of law 78. Some say it is the biggest event
since Québec’s silent revolution. Neoliberalism and its pervasive consequences are directly and
openly contested. Public space and our fundemental right to use it for contestation has
been violated . It is no longer mearly an issue of private vs public space.

The Canadian constitutional law gives full powers toward education to provinces.
Because of this, Québec has been allowed to keep the lowest tuition fees in Canada.
Spatial implication of law 78
Demonstrations of 50 and more people must now be regulated by giving a detailed plan
of where the contestation will take place and how you will go there (8 hours before).
Police can have the path taken changed , making the organizers having to replan elsewhere.
With this new measure in place, contesting has only become more creative.
(click on the link bellow to see an example)
http://vimeo.com/42848523

Original picture taken by Jaques Nadeau
-LeDevoir

